
 
Overview 
A middle school event focusing on students re-designing the 
future with aligning human activities with Earth cycles and 
systems.  Three activities that make up the event are: the 
Junior Solar Sprint, the KidWind Challenge, and a TEDTalk. 
 
Date:  Thursday, May 16th 
Location:  Cleveland State University 
Host:  CSU Engineering department 
Times:  9:00 am to 1:00 pm 
Who can attend:  Any middle school student/school in NE Ohio 
Organizer:  Kurt Thonnings  thonnings@wlake.org   
Want to help?  Please contact Kurt.   
Want to donate prizes?  Please contact Kurt 
 
Purpose/Goal of Event 
*To allow students to use the design process to design, build, and 
present original ideas -within constraints/criteria -that address 
Earth-Human problems that we currently face today. 
*To allow students to share ideas 
*To allow students to observe how other students approach a design 
problem 
*To build something that works. 
 
Available Events: 

● Junior Solar Sprint 
● KidWind  
● TEDTalk 

Though the events are outlined in the following pages, the more 
detailed official description/constraints can be found at: 
https://thonnings.blog/futureearth/  
 
This is NOT a competitive event! 
We strive to downplay the competition part of the event.  The only 
awards that are given go to the teacher/classroom of the winning 
teams.  Top winners will receive certificates.  Door prizes are given 
out to a small amount of both students and teachers who attend the 
CSU Tours and/or go to any of the TED Talks. 
 
How many students can you bring? 
For now...try to limit JSS car teams to around 15 to 20, KidWind 
Challenge to 10 teams and 3 to 5 TED talk teams per school 
 
 

Can a student register for multiple events? 
Yes, but this is highly not recommended given the short duration of 
this event  
 
Registration Deadline 
Please register your students by Friday, May 10th so a schedule can 
be put together.   
 
How and where to register - see links on: 
https://thonnings.blog/futureearth/  
 
HELP! 
In order for this to run smoothly, I’ll need volunteers.  If you can, 
PLEASE - bring one or more adults from your community to volunteer 
at any of the following:  JSS Race (need a starter, a records 
recorder, 3 timers, a lineup judge); KidWind (need a recorder and a 
lineup judge); TED Talk (need people to keep audience quiet, to have 
students fill out TED Talk review sheets, and to MC.)  FixIt station (1 
or more adults to help fix broken cars or wind turbines) 
 
Weather 
We will have this event rain or shine.  The KidWind Challenge will be 
inside the Woodling Gym and the TED Talks are indoors, in the new 
CSU Washkewicz College of Engineering building.  The JSS race will 
be in the courtyard in front of Woodling Gym if sunny and will inside 
the Woodling Gym by the KidWind challenge area if the weather is 
inclement.  Cars will be run with 2AA  batteries, which puts out a 
similar voltage as the solar panel. 
 
Basic Agenda 

KidWind will begin immediately with testing at 9:00 am -first 
come first serve -and continue until completion 
JSS Race will start at 10:30 am if outside and 9:30 if inside and 
continue until completed 
TEDTalk will start at 9:00 and continue until completed 
Awards ceremony:  when all activities are completed, usually 
around 12:30 
CSU Engineering Tours:  will leave from the center courtyard 
every 20 to 30 minutes and can accommodate around 30 
students.  Note:  to be eligible for a door prize, you must take a 
tour. 
Lunch:  Your own brown bag, on your own at any time 
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Notes to Participants 
Teachers and advisors:  This is a Kid-Centered Event 
No good way to say this - other than…..This is a student centered 
event.  Please, please, please - have ALL project work done at school 
while you’re in the room.  We want students to be proud of their own 
work.  
 
Teachers 
Don’t forget to fill out your forms for taking a professional day as 
well as for obtaining the bus 
 
Chaperones 
Please have enough chaperones to watch over your students.  Please 
make sure adults are with all students at all times.  Do NOT let them 
roam by themselves.  This is an urban college campus.  When taking 
the tour, please accompany your students. 
 
Please provide name tags to all adults accompanying your group. 
Include their name and school 
 
We encourage school administrators to attend! 
 
Behavior 
In the four years we’ve had this event, we’ve so many wonderful 
students participate; however, there have been a few embarrassing 
incidents.  Most happened when students were unsupervised.  Please 
advise students of expected respectful behavior and closely monitor 
them during this event.  We are guests on campus and wish to be 
invited again in the future.  Our schools are very diverse in nature 
and your students might be mingling with others of different color, 
race, and ethnicity.  Making everyone feel welcome is very important. 
 
Keeping track of kids 
We strongly suggest you have rules to follow for your students.   

● Perhaps, select students by activity so you can those 
groups together at all times. 

● Select and communicate a central rendezvous location - 
the KidWind event inside Woodling Gym might be a good 
point. 

● Remind students of the spirit award 
● In an emergency, have students go to any of the 3 events to 

talk to an adult 
 
Tents - you may bring a tent, but there’s no grass to anchor.  Please 
mark everything you bring so that if it gets lost we can get it back to 
you. 
 
Central Location 
Near the courtyard, near the JSS Race will be an event table for 
emergencies, questions, etc. 
 
What to Wear? 

Of course, you’ll want to watch the temperature to tell your students 
what to wear.  We would love if all your students could 
wear the same ‘school color’ T-shirt , if that’s possible. 
Label EVERYTHING that you bring!  Especially JSS cars, wind turbines, 
coats, cell phones, etc. 
 
Lunch and Water 
Like in years past, lunch is on your own and brown baggin’ it.  There 
will be NO available food facilities and we ask all participants to 
please stay on campus..  Please emphasize also the importance of 
‘pack it in, pack it out.’  There will be trash and maybe recycling bins. 
Don’t forget water!!! 
 
Buses 
Directions, maps, and other last minute details will be sent out about 
3 weeks before the event.  Please share with your transportation 
department.  Bus passes will be handed out when you arrive. 
 
Awards 
Awards will be given at the awards ceremony, usually around 
12:30ish.  Certificates will be given to the top 3 teams of the JSS 
race, the KidWind geared and KidWind non-geared categories. 
 
Trophies will be awarded to the teacher/school of the top winning 
teams in: 

● JSS Race 
● KidWind Geared 

category 
● KidWind Non-geared 

category 
● School 

Sportsmanship 
award 

 
Door prizes will be 
given to students who 
complete the tour of the CSU Engineering 
building and watch a TED Talk.  Names will be 
drawn from a hat.  Prizes normally  include solar 
devices of various types. 
  
Drop off and getting started 
All events have slightly different start times, given the nature of the 
event.  See basic agenda on page one for an overview and the 
following pages for specifics.  Maps and directions will be sent to 
participants at a date closer to the event 
 
Gratitude and Questions 
Thanks so much for being a participant in this event!  If you have any 
questions at any time, email me at thonnings@wlake.org . 
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Junior Solar Sprint 
Race Schedule 
This year, we will NOT have rotations.  There will be just one, big 
schedule.  Please have your students ready.  The main race judge will 
announce 3 to 5 teams before and after each heat. 
 
Constraints 

● Cars MUST use official JSS motors and JSS Solar panels 
and not be modified 

● Car design must safe to contestants and spectators  
● Dimensions of car must not exceed 30 cm x 60 cm x 30 cm 
● Car must be designed and made by the students at school 
● Car must have on it a label identifying it by school and 

number.  I.e. W-3 for the 3rd car from Westlake. 
● The sun’s light is the only energy source that may be used 

to power the vehicle.  
● The solar panel must be able to be removed from the 

vehicle, and easily disconnected from the motor. 
● The body of the car must be three-dimensional, meaning 

that the solar vehicle must be structurally sound without 
the solar panel. 

● Teams will NOT be allowed to anything to the solar cell; The 
solar cell cannot be used as the body of the car 

● The vehicle must be easily attached (and removed) from 
the wire without disconnecting the guide wire 

● Teams will have up to 90 seconds to get their cars 
attached to the wire, connect the motor leads, and place 
the cardboard starter board over the panel.  

 
Advancement 
Unfortunately, because of space and time issues, essentially, this is a 
single elimination event.   We’ll probably only run 3 lanes at a time. 
After all cars have have had at least one attempt, the top 12 cars 
with the fastest times will be raced again (in no particular order). 
The overall winner will be the fastest car from this last heat, (even 
though times might be slower than in the previous running). 
 
Fix-It Table 
We’ll have a fix it table with hot glue and some basic tools.  Nothing 
big.  If something breaks, we might not be able to get it going again. 
Things that happen usually include wires breaking off motors (best to 
bring extra motors), gears getting lost (bring extra) and broken 
wheels.  If a car is broken before its assigned heat and it can be 
fixed, tell the race master and we’ll try to fit the car in later. 
 
JSS race equipment 
I have given out some of those cement blocks and wood bases.  Can I 
please ask two or more of you to bring yours.  I only have 2 sets, but I 
would like to run 3 lanes.  Please let me know. 
 

Race Length 
Although, the normal JSS race is 20 meters, because of space 
limitations at CSU, the track length might end up to be 15 meter. 
Sorry, the track is kind of rough as well. 
 
Solar Panel 
Schools are required to supply their own official panels.  If needed, 
the Race Master may have some to loan for the race. 
 
Awards 
Certificates will go to the top three cars.  The top car will accept a 
trophy that will go to the advising teacher.  Don’t forget:  ‘prizes’ will 
be going to those students who go on CSU Tours and watch TED Talks 
and fill out a form with name and school.   
 
Race Procedures 

1. Teams are encouraged to have their car ready.  Test the 
wiring hookup prior to their turn so the car doesn’t go 
backwards. 

2. The Race Master will call out who’s Up, who’s On Deck, 
and who’s In the Hole - just like in baseball. These teams 
should line up accordingly at the start line 

3. When a team is UP, they will have 90 seconds to put their 
car on the line, hook up the motor wires, and place the 
cardboard over the solar panel. 

a. Note:  one team member should hook up the car 
at the start while the other team member goes to 
the finish line. 

4. When all teams are ready, the race master will confirm 
that the lane timers are prepared 

5. The Race Master will yell out, “Ready?”  “3, 2, 1….GO!”  The 
cardboard covering the solar panel is moved away on the 
word “GO” to let the car move.   

a. Note:  It will be the judgement of the Race 
Master to determine if the cardboard was 
removed sooner than it should have been.  If this 
occurs, the car will be disqualified and if time 
permits be given the chance to attempt again at 
the end of the primary racing heats. 

6. The cars go  (hopefully) 
a. If a car fails to move from the start line, it is 

recorded as a DNS (Did Not Start)  The car is 
disqualified and it will be asked to be taken off 
the race wire. 

b. The same will occur if the cars goes backwards 
c. If the car stops anywhere along the track for 

more than 2 seconds, it will be designated at DNF 
(Did Not Finish) and the car will be asked to be 
removed. We may NOT have time to let these cars 
race again. 

7. When the car reaches the finish line, a team member takes 
the car off immediately.   

8. Race recorder will keep tally of all race times  



 

KidWind Challenge 
Categories 
Student teams may enter either a ‘geared’ or ‘non-geared’ category 
 
Wind Tunnels 
There will be one 1-fan wind tunnel for non-geared turbines and one 
4-fan wind tunnel for geared.  Both wind tunnels produce wind 
speeds in the 3.5 to 5 meters per second range.  The 4-fan tunnel is 
approximately 4 ft x 4 ft x 4 ft.  The 1-fan tunnel is approximately 
30” x 30” x 30” 
 
Schedule 
There will be separate schedules for the 2 wind tunnels.  The 
schedules will include a testing period and the Challenge period.  The 
testing period is a first come - first serve period of time that allows 
the teams to test their turbines.   This will give you a chance to 
evaluate the conditions. How long each team gets will be dependant 
upon the available time and the number of teams participating. 
 
During the Challenge period, each tunnel will have a schedule with a 
specific order for all teams.  These schedules will be sent to school 
advisors prior to the event.  Some notes: 

● Teams are not required to participate in the testing period 
● If you are ‘late’ to your time during the Challenge time, you 

are technically disqualified, but the Judge will try to fit 
those as time allows at the ends of the schedules 

● Wind Masters will be yelling out who’s UP, who’s On 
Deck, and who’s In The Hole, just like it’s done with the 
JSS race 

 
Teams: 
If possible, please limit the number of students per team to 2 
students 
 
Not quite KidWind National 
We run things a bit different at this challenge because of the limited 
time.  Basically, we only run the wind tunnel part of the challenge. 
We also have two categories - Geared and Non-Geared - which will be 
recorded separately.  
 
General Challenge Rules 

● The turbine must be made by the students. Please make 
sure all work was done at school under the supervision of 
an advisor. 

● Each team that registers must have its own turbine. You 
will not be allowed to modify another team’s turbine and 
use it for testing. You cannot have one turbine shared 
between teams and simply change blades or other parts for 
each team.  

● Your team’s turbine must be able to fit inside the wind 
tunnel.  Sand bags or other weights will be available to hold 
the turbine in place in the tunnel.  

 
Turbine Design Rules  

● Turbines must use only one KidWind Wind Turbine 
Generator (KW-GEN) as the sole power generator for your 
wind turbine. 

● Power must be generated solely by wind using the wind 
tunnel. 

● Either of vertical or horizontal axis design.. 
● For Geared turbines: for this event, turbines may NOT use 

pre-manufactured gear boxes 
● You cannot use pre-manufactured wind turbine blades or 

airfoils/sheets.  
● Your wind turbine must be free standing. A tower/ stand 

will not be provided.  
● Metal, plexiglass, and other dangerous blade materials will 

not be allowed. Please be aware that turbines will be 
disqualified if they are deemed unsafe by the local judges.  

● 3D printed parts and components are allowed. While you do 
not have to use files you created yourself, you should bring 
documentation about the CAD files to the Challenge and be 
prepared to discuss the design and the 3D printing process. 

● You must have two wires at the base of your turbine. You 
must label which wire is positive and negative.  

Turbine Performance Procedures  
● Teams will have up to 90 seconds to set up their wind 

turbine inside the tunnel.  
● The wires at the base of your turbine will be attached to a 

circuit with a 30 ohm resistor in series and will 
simultaneously measure voltage and amperage 

● The wind tunnel will be running constantly. Teams will not 
be allowed in the tunnel at any time once the fans are 
operational.   

● Power output data will be collected either at 30 or 60 
seconds dependant upon available time. Your energy output 
score will be calculated using a Vernier data-logging 
system. 

● The tunnels will either ‘suck’ in the air or push the air 
towards the turbine.  This will be determined by the main 
judge running the Challenge. 

● If your wind turbine slips, breaks, or falls over before the 
timer is started, you will either be given two minutes to set 
up your wind turbine again, or you will be allowed to 
remove the turbine to make repairs. In the latter case, you 
will be moved to the back of the line for retesting.  

● You will only be given one restart opportunity. Local judges 
have final say on rulings and protests. 

 
Awards 
Certificates will go to the top three turbines in each category as 
indicated by their final calculated mW/sec.  The top turbine will 
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accept a trophy that will go to the advising teacher.  Don’t forget: 
‘prizes’ will be going to those students who go on CSU Tours and 
watch TED Talks and fill out a form with name and school.   

TEDTalk  
Goal:  Get kids talking / sharing their ideas on the future of energy, 
transportation, or any sustainable design / way of living.   
 
This event is meant to mimic the real TED talks, so make sure your 
students have watched a few, familiarizing themselves with the 
format.  Go to https://www.ted.com/  or go to Youtube and search 
for ‘Ted-ed student talks.’ 
 
How:  Make a TED Talk and present it live.  Basically, write a speech 
and then present it.  Pictures / movies that support the speech are 
mandatory.   
 
Format:  Please make your presentation in Google Slides! 
 
Topics: 
This is endless.  Whatever the kids feel passionate about 

● Solar - passive/ active 
● Sustainable architecture 
● Cradle2Cradle Design 
● Wind energy 
● Cleaning up the oceans 
● Net Zero Energy Homes 
● Getting toxins out of products 
● Recycling 
● Plastics 

 
How long should the presentations be? 

● 3 to 7 minutes 
 
File/Presentation Submission Deadline 
All final versions of your presentations must be ‘shared’ by Friday, 
May 10th.  Once you’ve ‘shared’ your file, no changes will be able to 
made.  Notices to team advisors will be made to what email contact 
to share files. 
 
Location at CSU 
The TED talks will be in two different rooms in the new Washkewicz 
Engineering building.  Maps and room numbers will be emailed to 
advisors. 
 
Technology at CSU 
Please have allAt CSU, there will be a large screen TV / sound system 
available.  We’ll probably have a chromebook hooked up so that you 
won’t have to bring your own computer. 
 

Note:  Probably won’t be able to play an Office PPT or DOCX.  Please - 
as you’re organizing these - ask us questions. 
 
Media Release:  We probably will be videotaping all speeches and 
putting them up on YouTube..  All students MUST have written 
consent forms filled out. 
 
Instructions to Speakers 
Be prepared!   

● When it’s your turn, quickly put on the mike and do a quick 
- “Testing 1-2-3.”   

● An MC host will introduce you to the audience.  Please start 
immediately. 

● You’ll have up to 7 minutes to totally complete your speech. 
There might be a countdown timer in front of you to keep 
you on track.   

● When you’re done, please exit so the next speaker in line 
can get prepared. 

 
Awards 
This event is not a competition.  There will be no awards.  However, 
participants names will automatically be put in for door prizes. 
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